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The First Appellate Authority,

Dated: 26-08-2017

DCP S/W Office,
South-West District,
Dwarka, New Delhi

SUBJECT: RTI Appeal against the RTI reply vide no. 11256 (ID-1989/17)/ (D-I)/ RTI
Cell/ SWD dated 03.08.2017 received on 05.08.2017

Respected Sir,

The undersigned has received a RTI reply dated 03.08.2017 i.e. Annexure 01 for the
RTI application dated 17.07.2017 i.e. Annexure 02. However the RTI reply is
incomplete and incorrect as the reply to none of the points has at all been given
correctly.

PRELIMINARY OBJECTIONS:
1. It is logical that if the complaint register and the kalandra register have been
destroyed, then the PS Dwarka Sector-23 could not have even replied to the
very first point citing that the DD entry was 14 A. The very fact that the PS
Dwarka Sec-23 is even certain of the DD entries of the complaint made on
25.11.2009, establishes that the complaint entry/ DD entry register and the
kalandra entry register must be present in the Police Station wherein the
entries of the complaints and the kalandra made by the police officials are done.
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2.

The said RTI application must have been forwarded to the concerned SEM
court for the complete details of the kalandra if the same is not available
with the Police Station.

3.

The undersigned had specifically requested for inspection of the Kalandra
entry registers arid the complaint entry registers at the PS Dwarka Sec-23
and at SEM office. The same has not at all been replied to by the PIO.

POINT-WISE REPLY UNDER APPEAL:
1. POINT NO. 1:
a.

The PIO has missed the very basic point of information as desired by the
applicant, as the undersigned wishes to know if any kalandara had been
made also after 25.11.2009 by the purported IO who has purportedly filed
the said complaint on the same day i.e. on 25.11.2009, which cannot be
ascertained without verifying the kalandra entry register at the PS Dwarka
Sec-23 and at the SEM office.

b.

The reply is also ambiguous and self-contradictory in nature as the PIO has
asked for the essential details of the complaint, and while the DD entry
registers and the kalandra entry registers have been submitted to be
destroyed, however the reply corroborates the fact that the same have
already been traced by officials.

c.

The complaint as mentioned by the PIO is the same complaint on which the
purported kalandra would have been made.

d.

However other complaints had also been made by the complainant and his
daughter to various police authorities pertaining to the said attack on
25.11.2009. The said complaints are also being attached herein for the kind
perusal of your goodself from Annexure 03 to Annexure 05. The PIO might
wish to check the details if any kalandra has been made for the said
complaint on a date post 25.11.2009 in the year 2009 and 2010 by
inspecting the complaint entry registers and the Kalandra entry registers at
both the PS Dwarka Sec-23 and at SEM office in reference to any
purported enquiry carried out by any previous 10.

2. POINT NO. 2:
a. No reply given in view of the submission that the said files have been
destroyed. However the entry registers of the said complaints and the
kalandra files are very much present in the PS Dwarka Sector-23. Hence it
is requested to your goodself to kindly allow the undersigned to inspect
the said kalandra entry registers for the months of November 2009 till
date at both the PS Dwarka Sec-23 and at SEM office.
b. Moreover, as discussed above the present RTI must have been forwarded to
the concerned SEM court in Dwarka in order to ascertain the truthfulness of
a claim of having made a Kalandra for the said complaint and assault on the
undersigned and his daughter.

3. POINT NO. 3:
a. No reply given in view of the submission that the said files have been
destroyed. However the entry registers of the said complaints and the
kalandra files are very much present in the PS Dwarka Sector-23. Hence it
is requested to your goodself to kindly allow the undersigned to inspect the
said complaint entry registers and the Kalandra entry registers at both the
PS Dwarka Sec-23 and at SEM office.

4. POINT NO. 4:
a. No reply given in view of the submission that the said files have been
destroyed. The same must have been answered by the concerned SEM court.
b. It is humbly requested to your goodself to also kindly forward the present
RTI for disposal to the SEM court so that the undersigned may inspect the
files after looking at the kalandara files and their entry registers in order to
verify the said averments.

5. POINT NO. 5:
a. No reply given in view of the submission that the said files have been
destroyed. However the entry registers of the said complaints and the
kalandra files are very much present in the PS Dwarka Sector-23. The said
registers are present at the police station and as well as at the SEM court.
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The fact that whether any kalandra was made could be verified from the
Kalandra entry register of PS Dwarka Sec-23 itself. Hence kindly provide us
with the said copies of the daily diary entry/ register.
6. POINT NO. 6:
a. No reply given in view of the submission that the said files have been
destroyed. However the entry registers of the said complaints and the
kalandra files are very much present in the PS Dwarka Sector-23. Hence it
is requested to your goodself to kindly allow the undersigned to inspect the
said complaint entry registers and the Kalandra entry registers at both the
PS Dwarka Sec-23 and at SEM office..

The undersigned wishes to attend the RTI Appeal hearing in person. Kindly let the
undersigned know about the date of the appeal hearing so that he shall be present
on time through himself or any other authorized representative.

Regards,

R.C. Jam
WZ - 596, Palam village, New Delhi- 110045
+91-8527406006/ +91- 9013291064/ 011-25085739

